OUR VISION

The metaverse is an infinitely expanding virtual reality, with incredibly deep ties to the real world. Metaversal is an expansion of that reality, rather than a separate entity. A place where you can play games, run a business, make a living, go surfing, and even travel through space. Your choices are infinite.

Welcome to The Expanse.
ONLY THE BEGINNING

The 90s saw the first widespread commercial release of VR headsets. Decades of experimentation with Sci-Fi elements paved the way for technology to catch up with our imagination. Latest technology advancements have made it possible to build Metaversol, a gateway to a universe of unparalleled creative possibility. Not just a game, but a life united through the virtual and real world.
A metaverse platform designed for projects and businesses to build communities, and coexist in a single massive experience. A place where partners come together to use our proprietary technology and create unique custom worlds.

The 'verse is yours to mold. Be it first person shooter planets, educational spacedecks, or resort worlds. You choose.

Metaversol is here not only to onboard NFT projects, but to become a virtual extension of the real world. It will enable real world businesses to operate in the digital realm and integrate a variety of projects from the Solana ecosystem.
Mint Street Mall
Our platform supports the minting and launch of NFT projects. In-game minting is intended to facilitate a smooth minting process.

Market
Users can open shops to sell their in-game resources, items, and NFTs, as well as offer services in-and-out of game.

NPCs
Metaversol branded NFT projects function as NPCs in the ‘verse and can generate rewards related to that NPC type.

Currency
Credits will be available to users at a static value of 1:1 USDC. These credits will be used for in-game purchases and may be cashed out at a player’s discretion.

In-Game Purchases
Character upgrades will be available to players at a cost. Most upgrades are directly related to the perks that pass holders receive at no additional cost.

Digital Real Estate — We Don’t Do That Here
We are not selling land parcels; a shortage of space does not exist in the digital world unless you create it, which we feel is pretty disingenuous. Metaversol focuses on the utility of the space provided to drive value for our partners via near limitless amounts of customization.
Metaversol Passes give players a large number of quality of life perks, most of which will be paid options in the future, at no additional charge after minting. The number of perks will increase as our features do, making them invaluable tools for citizens of The Expanse.

- Alpha/Beta access to everything in The Expanse
- A membership to the MxDAO (help building out the universe)
- One property stake and item pack for your first structure
- Building rights on the only hub world, quite literally the center of the ‘verse
- A designated condo by the Mint Street Mall and the ability to Recall to it from anywhere in the ‘verse
- Special Access to Metaversol events, both in-verse and in the real world
- And more, as new features are released, including things like a personal spaceship dock!
REAL WORLD CONNECTIONS

Our vision of the metaverse includes deep ties to reality. Our team believes that the virtual world could, and in some cases should, have an effect on your actual life.

Users - Citizens of The Expanse
We plan to release an in-verse feature where professionals can gather and seek out clientele, have their services rated, and participate in varying business interactions.

Digitized Business - Make a Living in The Expanse
We aim to bring digitized versions of real world retailers, restaurants, and entertainment services to The Expanse. Users will be able to participate in real world functions such as buying pizza, and even going shopping. Enhancing the virtual experience through real world interactions will help populate and build out the ‘verse.
THE PARTNER PROCESS

Onboarding Projects and Businesses
We license our tech to other projects and businesses, so they can implement their own custom features directly into our platform. There are exponential growth possibilities for the number of experiences available within The Expanse. In-universe sales and promotional opportunities are perks for every client onboarding Metaversol.
CUSTOMIZATION

The Expanse is fully customizable. Every feature will be completely modular, allowing partners to pick and choose the features they would like to allow or disallow in their designated space(s). In-verse mechanics will be adaptive to your creative concepts and world development needs.

The Expanse will be filled with unique and incredible experiences. The only limit is your imagination.
**FREE OPTION**
Suitable for projects that simply want a presence on our platform.

All options include the following perks:
- Access to all players inside The Expanse
- Allocation of space on our space station, The Hub
- Asset packs to build and develop your space
- In-verse sales and promotional opportunities

**PAID - 150 SOL**
A one-time payment grants your project a permanent spot in The Expanse.
Design an entire planet to your specifications, add 3D NFTs to the ‘verse, or access more customization features.

Additional perks:
- A planet or space dedicated to your project
- A portal to your space with custom user rules
- Customize your space using any number of our features
- Use your 3D NFTs in-verse
- Tools to edit your space

Special in-verse bonuses for your holders determined on a case-by-case basis
A basic space set up by one of our artists to match the theme of your project
The Mint Street Mall
The Mint Street Mall is our Historic Relic of Commerce — an ode to the mall experience of the 90's and early 00's.

How It Works
The Launchpad supports the minting and launch of NFT projects and offers in-game minting.
MINT PREPARATION AND IN-VERSE MINTING

Our team developed a method for in-game minting, available via our Launchpad! Invite your community into The Expanse and use Metaversol’s Minting Machines to purchase NFTs. Our team handles the setup required for a smooth minting process, this includes setting up your Candy Machines, generating art, if necessary, and more.

METAVERSOL ONBOARDING

The cost of onboarding to our platform is covered by the Launchpad fee - 10% of a project’s total mint.

MARKETING SUPPORT

Projects that are minting through our Launchpad receive marketing assistance in the form of AMAs, Twitter Spaces, and the support of the entire Metaversol community.
THE GAME

VRMMORPG (Virtual Reality Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Game)

The working title of the game is Circa: Infinity and it is designed to take place across many different points in time—past, present, and future. There are not many details we can release at this time.
IN-GAME FEATURES

Skill-Based Gameplay
The higher the skill, the higher the rewards. This will be important in PvE settings, but IMMENSELY more important in PvP.

PvP — System and Seasons
Multiple factions compete for control of The [TOP SECRET]. PvP season winners receive incredible prizes. Their victories will determine the history of Metaversol.

Heavy Exploration Focus
Explore the furthest reaches and darkest corners of The Expanse. Valuable resources and powerful items await you, as do the untold horrors that lie between you and your quarry.
A VRMMORPG is being built atop the Metaversol platform and is free to play for everyone. The game is developed to be fully immersive, with each interaction constructing your virtual footprint and profile. On your exploits through The Expanse, you will earn Credits in various ways. These Credits can be used to purchase in-game items, or even be exchanged for SOL.
Entertainment

Entertainment is a core aspect of life, and it will be a core aspect of the user experience in The Expanse. Places like nightclubs, movie theaters, and casinos will be integrated into our 'verse to give players a genuine dose of reality in an otherwise digital experience.
BUILDING

Similar to many survival style games, you can claim a certain slice of land if you have a property stake. Users can choose to build their own compound, or team up with friends and community members to build anything from massive cities to humble villages. Anything you dare to dream up.

Building is an essential feature of the ‘verse, and we expect to see some amazing builds from the community.

PLACEABLE ITEMS

Users will initially be able to place a small number of items inside The Expanse. Items are everything used to build out property: structures, traps, and anything you can imagine along those lines. Users will be able to increase the amount of placeable items available with Metaversol passes or character upgrades.
RESOURCES

Resource spawns are randomized across the ‘verse. Our intention is to push users to explore every crevice of The Expanse in hopes of finding untold treasure.

CRAFTING

Crafting is a mainstay in many MMORPGs, but we have a secret. Metaversol changes the stereotypical recipe system in crafting, and introduces new and unique challenges to acquire new crafts, some of which will be limited to just a few users.
3D CONTENT

Users can upload their own 3D content directly into The Expanse. Get ready to say hello to integratable content that's nearly limitless. Our users work directly with our staff to develop the in-verse properties of their creations. Our team generates a Resource, and Credit cost, and integrates the designs into The Expanse.

Not a designer? Not a problem. We have 3D modelers on staff for such an occasion and are happy to extend their services to our users, at an additional cost.
STAKING INFORMATION

Our team is developing a generalized staking platform suitable for every project that partners with us. We'll be giving out custom rewards for staking NFTs from particular projects. For example, while Test Guys can be staked to generate research points, other NFTs may earn resources or allow access to special quests.
QUARTER 1


The development of a randomized resource system. Resources will be scattered all over The Expanse, and may not appear in the same place twice.

Development of a robust and unique crafting system. We will partially utilize somewhat traditional recipe systems, and implement unique ways to craft powerful items. These items will enable users to explore more dangerous areas of the ‘verse.

Property Stakes and Building: property stakes will function similar to games like Age of Conan and Rust. Players can stake a claim on a plot of land that others are not able to build on or near, unless the owner has allowed that player access.

QUARTER 2

Unlimited Customization: projects, businesses, and even users will be able to upload their own custom content to the platform.

3D Content Uploading: we want players to be able to design and upload their own custom content to be used directly in The Expanse.

Development of a Generalized Staking System: all projects have an option for holders to stake their NFTs on the platform. Our team will work closely with projects to develop rewards for staking within the economics and mechanics of The Expanse.
QUARTER 3

Gaming Systems Begin: skill-based combat, a PvP system complete with seasons, quests and rewards. We aim to take gaming back to when things were new and exciting.

A Heavy Focus on Exploration and Experimentation: the team is full of gamers who love to figure out the intricacies and details involved in the games we play. Space travel, dungeon delving, puzzle solving, and special challenges await you in The Expanse.

Pets and Mercenaries make an Appearance in The Expanse: bring your favorite companions with you on your travels and have them assist you in battles.

QUARTER 4

Resort and Casino Implementation: users can offer their favorite casino games directly in their own space(s).

Hub Expansion: users choose how the Hub grows through a collective 'verse-wide event! Come together, pool your resources, and select a course that will forever change the history of The Expanse.
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Set your imagination free. Join Metaversol and create your new world. Enjoy The Expanse.

**Twitter:**
Twitter.com/MxMetaversol

**Discord:**
Discord.gg/metaversol

Come with us.
www.metaversol.com

Looking to bring your business to Metaversol? Click here for more information.